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ON THE THEOREM OF TUMURA-CLUNIE

BY HONG-XUN YI

1. Introduction and Main Results.

Let / be a nonconstant meromorphic function in the complex plane. It
is assumed that the reader is familiar with the notations of Nevanlinna theory
(see, for example [3]). We denote by S(r, f) any function satisfying S(r, / ) =
o(T(r, /)) as r-»+oo, possibly outside a set E of finite linear measure. Through-
out this paper we denote by α/z) meromorphic functions which satisfying
T(r, aj)=S(r, f) (/=0, 1, - , n). If anm, we call

a polynomial in / with degree n. If n0, nu •••, nk are nonnegative integers,
we call

a differential monomial in / of degree γMz=znQ+nί+ ••• +nk and of weight ΓM

= n o +2?2i+ ••• +(k + l)nk. If Mu -" , Mn are differential monomials i n / , we call

/ , / ] (2)

a differential polynomial in /, and define the degree γQ and the weight ΓQ by
n n

γQ=zmaxγMi and ΓQ=maxΓM, respectively. If Q is a differential polynomial,

then Q' denotes the differential polynomial which satisfies Qr\_f(z)~\-= — Q[f(z)2

for any meromorphic function /. (See, for example, Mues and Steinmetz [4,
P 115]).

The following theorem was first stated by Tumura [6] and proved com-
pletely by Clunie [1 ] :

THEOREM A. Let f and g be entire functions, and

F=anf
n+an.1f

n-1+ ••• +aj+ao ( α n * 0 ) . (3)

// F=be8, where b{z) is a meromorphic function satisfying T{r, b)=S(r, f), then
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Hayman proved the following theorem:

THEOREM B (see [3, P 69-70]). Suppose that f is meromorphic and not con-
stant in the plane, that

(4)

where Q\_f~\ is a differential polynomial of degree at most n—2 in f. If N(r, f)

+N(r, ^r)=S(r> /) , then

Mues and Steinmetz have given the following theorem:

THEOREM C (see [4]). Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function. Suppose

that F is given by (3). // JV(r, f)+N(r, -i_)=S(r, /) , then

Toda proved the following theorem:

THEOREM D (see [5]). Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function. Suppose
that F is given by (3). If

N(r,-jr)+2N(r,f) χ

lim sup < y ,

then

Recently Weissenborn has given the following theorem:

THEOREM E (see [7]). Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function. Suppose
that F is given by (3). Then either

T(r} f)^N(r, -y)+N(r, f)+S(r, / ) ,

or
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In this paper we improve the above results and obtain the following:

THEOREM. Suppose that f is a nonconstant meromorphic function, that F is
given by (4). //

Πmsup n

where α = m a x { l , ΓQ+3— n), ΓQ is the weight of Q [ / ] , then

The proof of the Theorem is left to §4. In the special case that F is
given by (3), our result is

COROLLARY. Suppose that f is a nonconstant meromorphic function and that
F is given by (3). //

then

The above Corollary improves Theorems A, C, D and E. To illustrate our
results we give an example.

Let f(z)=ez, F=fn+fn-\n>2), we can easily verify

Λ-)+aN{r, f)+N(r,

This example shows that our results are sharp.

2. Some Lemmas.

The following four lemmas will be needed in the proof of our Theorem.

LEMMA 1 (see [2]). Let f be a meromorphic function, and Q\_f] be a dif-
ferential polynomial in f of degree γQ. Then

mix, Q[f])<γQm(r, f)+S(r, / ) .

LEMMA 2. Suppose that M[f] is given by (1). // / has a pole at z—z* of
order p, then z0 is a pole of M [ / ] of order (p — 1) γM+ΓM-
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Proof, Obviously, the order of M [ / ] at the pole z0 is

LEMMA 3. Suppose that (?[/] is given by (2). Let z0 be a pole of f of
order p, and not a zero nor a pole of coefficients of (?[/]. Then z0 is a pole of
Qίfl of order at most

Proof. By Lemma 2, z^ is a pole of M ; [/ ] of order (p — 1)
1, 2, •••, n). Therefore, z0 is a pole of Q[/] of order at most

which proves Lemma 3.

LEMMA 4. Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function, and F=fnjrQ\_f~\,
where Q[/] is a differential polynomial in f of degree γQ and of weight ΓQ. If
Qlfl^O, then

(n-γQ)T(r, f)£N(rf -j-)+R(r, j)+(ΓQ-γQ+lWr, f)+S{r, /) .

The proof of Lemma 4 is given in § 3.

3. Proof of Lemma 4.

If n^YQ, the conclusion of Lemma 4 holds obviously. In the following we
suppose n>γQ. By F=fn-{-Q[f2, we have

and hence

Let

flrn_Z:_«/' orn-orn(Q'ίΩ

WiL/J- F -j-, UtU 1-QU\-Q^ γ

Then
/ fli[/]=ί?,[/]. (5)

If β i [ / ] Ξ θ , then fls[/]=0. By integration we get

and hence

T(r, f")=T(r,
that is

nT(r, f)=m(r, QLΩ)+N(r,
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Using Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, we have

m(r, QίΩUrQm(r, f)+S(r, f),

N{r, QUD^raNir, f)+(ΓQ-γQ)N(r, f)+S(r, f).

From the above we get

(n-rQ)T(r, m(ΓQ-rQ)N(r, f)+S(r, / ) ,

the conclusion of Lemma 4 holds. In the following we suppose that

Noting Ω1W=ζr-H^, we have m(r, fl,[/])=S(r, /). From
P J

QίΩ <
we have

m(r, fl2[/])^m(r, ζ?[/])+S(r, /)

r ,/)+S(r ,/) ,

using Lemma 1. By (5) we have fn——QVA , and hence

m(r, fn)^m(r, Ω2lf])+m(r, ~QΎJT) >

that is
/ i

nm(r, f)^γQm(r, f)+mlr, n Γ / Ί

Again by the first fundamental theorem (see [3]), we get

/ 1 \ ^ / I
γγ\[γ \-=.N{y ύάS_f~\) — N\T

Obviously, a pole of £?i[/] occurs at one of the zeros of F and /, poles of /,
zeros and poles of coefficients of (?[/]. Let z0 be a pole of / of order p, and
not a zero nor a pole of coefficients of (?[/]. Then z0 is a pole of fn of order
£rc. From Lemma 3 we know that z0 is a pole of 422[/] of order at most

PϊQ+(ΓQ—γQ)+h If zo is a pole of ί? x[/], since ί2 i [/ ]=—y^~, ô is the pole

of i?i[/] of order at most

If Zo is not a pole of £?i[/], since

i = r

is a zero of i2i[/] of order at least
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pn-{PrQ+(ΓQ-γQ)+l}=p(n-rQ)-(ΓQ-γQ+l).

Hence we have

N(r, QiίΩ)-N(r, ^ ) ^ % - f ) + % })

+(^-r«+DiV(r, f)-{n-rQ)N{r, f)+S(r,

From the above we get

(n-rQ)T(r, mN(r, -jr)+N(r, j)+(ΓQ-ΪQ+l)N(r, f)+S(r, /).

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

4. Proof of the Theorem.

Let g=zf+-^^-t and G = — then
nan an

where Q*\_g~\ is a differential polynomial in g of degree γQ* and of weight ΓQ*.
Obviously,

γQ*<n— 2

{n-2, ΓQ].

If ΓQ>n-2} then ΓQ*=ΓQ, a=ΓQ+3-n. If ΓQ£n-2, then Γq^n-2, α = l .
Therefore, Γ ρ * - ^ ρ * + l ^ α + ( n - 2 - ^ ρ * ) .

Suppose 0*C^]^pO. From Lemma 4, we have

Thus, we have

27\r, g)^ΛT(r, -^-)+^(r, ^)+αiV(r, g)+S(r, g).

Noting
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T(r,g)=T(r,f)+S(r,f),

N(r,g)=N{r,f)+S(r,f),
we get

2T(r, f)£N(r, -^-)+aN(r, f)+N(r, |

So

N(r,-jt)+aN{r,f)+N(r,\

^ W 7 T ) ^ 2 '
which is a contradiction. This shows that Q*[#]ΞΞO, that is

The Theorem is thus proved.
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